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Minimising seed return is a
crucial part of blackgrass

management and its 
importance may often be

underestimated. CPM finds
out how to achieve this in 

the fifth of the ‘five strategies
for five years to control

blackgrass’ series.

By Lucy de la Pasture

Destroying 
the weed to stop 
seed return is the 
only real way of 

decreasing resistance
evolution.

“

”

Red light for seed return

Blackgrass is a weed that biologists
describe as fecund, meaning it has a
propensity to produce a very large number
of seeds. In an AHDB project published in
2016, the seed return in untreated crops
was estimated to be 87,959 seeds/m2. 
For this reason, a target of at least 97%
control of blackgrass is necessary in each
and every year to prevent the problem
from escalating.

Dr Stephen Moss highlights that because
pre-emergence herbicides generally worked
very well last autumn, it’s important not to
lose sight of the high level of overall control
needed to manage blackgrass populations.

“The level of blackgrass control was quite
high last autumn but don’t be lulled in to a

false sense of security because populations
look lower than they were last spring. Any
spring survivors are likely to be the really
hard-core blackgrass that’s most difficult to
control and you don’t want this seeding and
perpetuating any resistance problems,” 
he explains.

Minimising seed return
Harry Strek, scientific director of Bayer’s
Weed Resistance Competence Center in
Frankfurt, Germany, believes minimising
seed return should the primary objective
where blackgrass is concerned. He explains
that when blackgrass arrives in a field, it has
a habit of catching growers unawares
because initially the odd plant goes
unnoticed, even over several seasons. 
It continues to set more seeds and 
eventually patches appear.

“It’s only when blackgrass is about 10% of
the crop population that you can see it in
patches. In the next season its numbers
increase massively because the seeds will
have already been produced, will find their
way to the ground, and it’s too late to do
anything about it. At 20% of the population,
yield losses become severe,” he says.

Harry says there’s a widespread belief
that a blackgrass problem develops in a
year or two, but he explains problems are a
result of a series of events over several years
which allow the blackgrass to build up 
and eventually reach a crisis level. Once

Harry Strek explains that blackgrass becomes a
problem by stealth because plant populations are
too low to be noticeable in the first few years
after its arrival in a field.

resistance has become established in the
population, then minimising seed return
becomes even more crucial, he highlights.

“In Bayer landscape studies we’re still
finding 30% ACC-ase resistance in the 
population 15 years after a herbicide from
that group of chemistry was last applied. 
So if a resistance occurs in a field, it stays
there,” he says.

“Weeds accumulate resistances and
resistance mechanisms, they don’t trade
them off. Some blackgrass plants can have
three different ACC-ase resistances plus
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The chaff deck, more widely used in Australia to
control ryegrass seed return, was fitted to Essex
farmer Jeremy Durrant’s Lexion 780 and 
covered 1250ha in 2017 as part of joint trial
investigating its suitability under UK conditions.

The research is led by Frontier Agriculture as
part of its 3DThinking trials programme and is
organised in collaboration with EW Davies
Farms, AHDB, Primary Sales from Western
Australia and Rothamsted Research.

Frontier Agriculture’s Dr Paul Fogg explains
the idea behind the chaff deck is based on a
working hypothesis that 95% of any weed 
seeds that enter the combine header end up 
in the chaff.

“On a standard combine set-up, the chaff
spreaders would simply distribute the seed, in
essence planting next year’s problem. What the
chaff deck does is to consolidate the chaff,
along with any weed seeds, and deposit it in
20-30cm wide tramlines behind the combine
wheelings.

“The lighter weed seeds tend to sit within 
the chaff, with the theory being that over time 
it becomes a mulch, creating a hostile 
environment which helps rot the weed seeds
and in the process mitigating seed germination
and viability,” he explains.

Unlike ryegrass, which retains 80% of its
seed at harvest, blackgrass begins to shed seed
before harvest so the effectiveness of the chaff
deck in a blackgrass situation was largely
unknown.

The main trial site was cropped with the
hybrid winter barley Volume, with a background
blackgrass population assessed at 219
plants/m2, explains Paul. “The crop was 
harvested on 14 July 2017 and we estimated
30-50% of the blackgrass seed was retained in
the ear.”

Within 11 days of harvest it was clear to see
the volunteer barley plants germinating within
the chaff tramlines, describes Paul. “This initial
relative rapid germination of volunteer barley
plants may have been a direct result of their
greater specific weight relative to the blackgrass
seed and chaff, and the fact that they fell to the
base of the chaff line and had better contact
with the soil and available moisture.”

A noticeable observation within the first 
few weeks post-harvest was that chaff in the
tramline itself seemed to sit slightly proud of the
soil surface and afforded a drier microclimate
relative to the rest of the field, he notes.

The following OSR crop was established with
minimal soil disturbance, with the seed applied
to the soil surface and followed up with a straw
rake and rolls to create a shallow tilth.
Blackgrass plant scores were made at the start
of Oct within the standing crop, with initially
quite encouraging results.

“Although not uniform across the entire field,
the average background blackgrass population
with the trial field (based on plant counts) was
46/m2. This compared to plants counts of
274/m2 within the chaff tramlines, a six-fold
increase. The field has subsequently been 
subject to normal agricultural practice with 
no special treatments applied to the chaff 
tramlines.

“Practice in Australia varies, with some 
farmers leaving the concentrated weed seed to
decompose in the chaff tramlines and others 
are using a concentrated pre-mix program 
only on the tramlines. Jeremy is taking the view
that he’s now consolidating his weed seeds
year-on-year and will review the outcome before
deciding whether any further intervention is
required,” explains Paul.

Although the trial was evaluated under a

controlled traffic system (CTF), with everything
operated on 12m spacings, it’s not a necessity
if you’re considering using the chaff deck for
tramlining.

“Provided the same combining lines are
maintained each year the system will work. In
Australia, it’s reported many growers carry out
post-harvest cultivations at a different angle of
travel to the combine swaths,” he comments.

Based on one year’s results there are now
some positive indications that its mainstream
success in Australia could be replicated in the
UK, believes Paul. “Harvest weed seed 
management and the use of chaff decks for
tramlining isn’t a silver bullet but could prove a
useful tool, especially where harvest is early.”

Australian chaff deck trialled in UK

The Chaff deck fitted on Jeremy Durrant’s Lexion
780 had a trouble-free harvest, covering 1250ha
without a glitch in 2017.

The chaff deck consolidates the chaff, along with
any weed seeds, and deposits it in 20-30cm wide
tramlines behind the combine wheelings.

The lighter weed seeds tend to sit within the
chaff, with the theory being that over time 
it becomes a mulch, creating a hostile
environment which helps rot the weed seeds.

metabolic resistance.”
This indicates the resistance mutations

don’t seem to carry much of a fitness 
penalty, says Harry. And to him, this ability 
of the weed means minimising the chances
of new genetic combinations entering the
seed-bank should be the focus where 
blackgrass is concerned.

“We need to concentrate on stop-seeding
as a yardstick for blackgrass control to 

minimise the chance of weed competition 
in subsequent crops, rather than continue 
to concentrate on using weed biomass
(heads/m2) as a measure of a blackgrass
problem in a field, ie the amount of weed
competition.”

Stephen points out that number of seeds
per head (about 100) is much more uniform
with blackgrass than almost any other weed,
so head numbers do give a good indication

of seed production and therefore the weeds
potential to increase in subsequent crops.

“Because blackgrass grows in patches
this provides an opportunity to find an attack
point to limit the evolution of the weed within
the field,” says Harry. 

Spraying out patches with glyphosate, or
hand-rogueing where populations are low
enough to be practical, are both ways of
stopping seed return, says Stephen. 
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Spraying patches of blackgrass out with
glyphosate for successive years is the best way
to get on top of hard-core blackgrass.

Stephen Moss points out that surviving
blackgrass is likely to be the most resistant 
of  the weed population in the field.

He recommends the first week of June 
is usually an ideal time because the 
blackgrass has headed but seeds 
haven’t begun to shed. 

“Although seed loss from heads begins to

occur from mid-June, useful reductions in
the blackgrass population can be achieved
up until the end of the month. If blackgrass
is being mown off, there’s the opportunity for
weed regrowth so this approach needs to be
managed well and probably repeated to be
effective,” he notes.

Stephen also believes it’s worth spraying
off the same patches for a number of years
to help reduce the input of new blackgrass
seeds into the seed bank. This is much more
feasible now given the recent advances in
GPS technology and field mapping.

“I’m surprised so few farmers take this
approach as it should also be effective at
preventing small patches becoming bigger
patches, so is well worth considering,” 
he adds.

“Patch spraying is likely to be a 
worthwhile exercise, even in the years 
when the blackgrass isn’t as obvious. Apart
from the infestation level, this may be due to

the crop variety or PGR effects on the weed
keeping the blackgrass below the crop
canopy,” he suggests.

Harry agrees that although drastic, 
spraying out patches with glyphosate is an
effective means of reducing seed return 
and also brings big benefits in addition to
reducing weed density. “Destroying the
weed to stop seed return is the only real 

Keep trafficking to a minimum and try to use the
plough only as a reset tool. These are the tips
from cultivations expert Philip Wright, who’s
joined a team of experts, coordinated by BASF,
in a battle against blackgrass.

“What blackgrass loves is being reinverted,”
he points out. “So if you plough it down, leave 
it there for a good four to five years. If you bring
it back up the following year, it’ll still have its
vigour.”

Philip’s been advising on a cultivation strategy
for Suffolk grower Andrew Colchester, who’s
taken part in a pilot on-farm trial with BASF
aimed at finding an integrated approach to
reduce the farm’s blackgrass burden.

“Our usual strategy is to move the straw off
the field as soon after harvest as possible, then
allow the stubble to green up,” says Andrew.
“We leave it as late as we dare, then spray 
off with glyphosate, plough and drill with a
power-harrow combination, aiming to get 
drilled up by 28 Sept.”

But he agreed to change his approach for 
the current season as part of an on-farm trial,
coordinated by BASF local agronomy manager
Hugo Pryce, who was previously the farm’s
agronomist. With the help of a team of 
independent experts, Hugo put together a 
programme of advice which aimed to cover all
areas of agronomic practice to address the
blackgrass issue on the sandy clay loams of 
the 79ha tenanted farm.

Changing the cultivations to a non-inversion
approach and delaying drilling of the 7ha field 
of Shabras to 16 Oct were big leaps of faith,

Plough spurned in blackgrass trial

Hugo Pryce (left), Andrew Colchester and Philip
Wright (right) inspect the soil structure in the
blackgrass trial field.

admits Andrew. “We’ve always followed a 
traditional Suffolk system, so this felt a little like
moving over to the dark side.”

The previous crop of spring barley had come
off the field in fairly poor conditions, leaving
combine wheelings, reports Philip. “The 
ground needed a lift. Inspection with a spade
revealed the damage was at a depth of about
175-200mm, so a 3m Sumo LDS was set 
at 225mm.”

The aim is to pull a tine through the soil so 
it stretches the pan, putting in vertical fissures,
without inverting it –– a disc preceding each of
the subsoiler’s five legs ensured the soil wasn’t
“boiled”. “A weaving GD drill allowed the best
possible chance of minimum disturbance at
drilling,” adds Philip.

A post-drilling application of Avadex (triallate)
was followed up with a peri-emergence 
treatment delivering 240g/ha of flufenacet,
1200g/ha of pendimethalin and 100g/ha of
diflufenican –– both the PDM and DFF 
applied were considerably higher than the 
farm standard.

“It was more expensive, but it worked well,”
reports Hugo. “There was no blackgrass visible
in Nov and Dec, and no further herbicide was
needed.” There were considerable doubts over
the crop itself, however, looking backward all
winter, with growth compounded by the late,
cold spring.

But by late May, the crop had caught up well,
notes Andrew. “It’s looking better all the time.
I’ll reserve judgement until the combine goes
through –– our average yield is 10.5t/ha. But

it’s definitely helped with the blackgrass, so
this approach is worth considering for the rest
of the farm.”

Philip emphasises that the best way to
avoid the need to restructure soils is not to put
the damage there in the first place. “There are
two elements to compaction –– tyre pressure
and axle load. If you can keep tyre pressure 
to below 0.7bar (10 psi) whenever soils are
vulnerable, you are far less likely to do 
damage. Whatever your pressure, the heavier
the machine, the deeper the compaction will
go, so keep trafficking to a minimum.”

Pulling metal through soil is just a means to
an end, however, and Philip advises organic
matter holds the key to a healthy soil. “Roots
are the only way to build structure and biology
–– they are the lungs of a soil,” he says.
l See p94 for more on the BASF Blackgrass
Battle
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Where blackgrass heads are above the height of
crop, the Weedsurfer offers a novel solution and
nips off their heads.
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What would happen if
it were true

What farmers
believe happens

What Bayer data shows happens

Assumptions
Same herbicide or MoA every year, with no diversity / 1 resistant weed in year 0 (1 x 10-6, accepted initial frequency) /
Each weed gives 10 offspring producing viable seeds

Blackgrass evolution

Once resistance to a herbicide group occurs in a field, there’s only a very slow rate of decline in that
resistance when the selection pressure is removed.

way of decreasing resistance evolution,” 
he adds.

As well as the more traditional methods 
of stopping weed seeds return to the 
seed-bank, Stephen points out there are
some novel ideas that may help reduce
seed return in some situations, but he
remains to be convinced of some of their
merits.

“Other options include the CTM Weed
Surfer, which chops off the blackgrass
heads above the crop, and Australian 
inventions, the Harrington Seed Destructor
(HSD) and chaff tramlining,” he points out.

The Australian machinery which captures
seed has been found to be useful in 
managing resistant ryegrass, which doesn’t
tend to shed so much of its seed prior to
harvest. Stephen believes they may offer
more potential in the earlier harvested barley
and OSR crops than in winter wheat crops
where blackgrass is the problem. 

“Bromes and ryegrass retain more of 
their seeds at harvest so would be better
candidates for the HSD and chaff-tramlining
in wheat,” he says.

In any case, minimising the spread of
seeds and weed plants in combine 
harvesters, balers, cultivation equipment,
straw or manure is good practice where
blackgrass is concerned, he points out.

Harry highlights the importance of 
understanding the degree of weed control
needed to keep a blackgrass population in
decline or at least stable.

“Letting control slip by small amounts, for
instance by discontinuing a non-chemical
treatment that had been contributing 7%
control, will allow blackgrass populations to
recover rapidly. You can’t let your foot off the
gas pedal,” he warns. 

“Each field has a unique resistance 
profile, so evolution of resistance is very field
specific,” adds Harry. And this is why it’s so
important to tailor a control strategy to each
field and, every year, record the control
achieved, review the strategy and revise the
approach if necessary, adds Stephen. n
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